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Destination: Antalaha, Madagascar 

Activities: Hiking at ‘‘Macolline’’ Reserve Tour which is a 7 Hours activity 

Expected travel dates: JAN 2025 | Suggested Departure Times: 8:30am - 17:00pm 

 
 

Tour Summary: 

On your arrival, you will be welcomed at the port by a tour guide. You will then be taken on a tour of the 

"Macolline”, at the entrance to Antalaha village. It is home to the remnants of a primary forest, with rare, 

indigenous and endemic trees and fauna. It extends over 10 hectares between the Ankavanana River and 

the Indian Ocean. You can venture for one of three excursions, including a pirogue through rice fields and 

a brickwork, and end your day with a picnic on the shores of the Indian Ocean. After the tour, you will be 

taken back to your ship.  

 

Rate Per Person $ 377 

 

Inclusions: 

 A bottle of water per person per day 

 Private vehicle with an English-Speaking driver during the tour 

 Local guide and entrance fees in the reserve  

 Picnic lunch  

 

Exclusions: 

 All insurances 

 All personal items 

 

 

Important Packing List: 

During the tour and excursion to the “Macolline” reserve, here are a few things you really need to pack:  

 Rain gear (humid region) 

 Light walking shoes; walking sandals may be sufficient if the weather is dry 

 Light walking clothes; pants may be useful to protect against mosquitoes 

 Hat or cap 

 Sun cream 
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 Mosquito repellent 
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Destination: Antalaha, Madagascar 

Activities: Trekking to the Marcos Village Tour which is a 7 Hours activity 

Expected travel dates: JAN 2025 | Suggested Departure Times: 8:30am - 17:00pm 

  
Tour Summary: 

After breakfast, the tour guide will pick you up from the harbor and make you visit the “Marcos village” 

where you can go hiking to discover local activities, cocoa, pepper and clove plantations, food and market 

gardening crops. The visit continues with a canoe descent of the Mananarabe river. Finally, you will round 

off the day with an organized picnic. You will be driven back to your ship after the visit.  

 

Rate Per Person $333 

 

Inclusions: 

 A bottle of water per person per day 

 Private vehicle with an English-Speaking driver during the tour 

 Local guide 

 Picnic lunch  

 

Exclusions: 

 All insurances 

 All personal items 
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Destination: Antalaha, Madagascar 

Activities: Visiting the S & D Vanilla Tour which is a 7 Hours activity 

Expected travel dates: JAN 2025 | Suggested Departure Times: 8:30am - 17:00pm 

 

 
 

Tour Summary: 

Pick up from the harbor in the morning, the tour guide will make you visit the S&D Vanilla which offers a 

guided tour of the farm and its facilities: plots of vanilla and fruit trees, breeding workshops, banana 

plantation. Additionally, you are invited to participate in the daily activities on the farm:  

- Vanilla : manual pollination of flowers, harvesting of pods, preparation … 

- Fruit trees: fruit picking, pruning… 

- Tasting local and farm products.. 

- Culinary workshops to learn how to cook with fresh, local ingredients and later return to the ship 

 

Rate Per Person $298 

 

Inclusions: 

 A bottle of water per person per day 

 Private vehicle with an English-Speaking driver during the tour 

 Local guide 

 

Exclusions: 

 All insurances 

 Lunch 

 All personal items 
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Destination: Antalaha, Madagascar 

Activities: Antalaha City Tour which is a 6 Hours activity 

Expected travel dates: JAN 2025 | Suggested Departure Times: 8:30am - 16:00pm 

 
 

Tour Summary: 

During the city tour, you will have the opportunity to relax in the morning sunbath and swim on the 

Bellerose beach. You can find artisanal products at the large market, admire its shipyard where traditional 

boats are built and repaired. And in the later, you can enjoy a good meal based on seafood and coconut. 

After the tour in the city, the guide will take you back to the port. 

 

Rate Per Person $272 

 

Inclusions: 

 A bottle of water per person per day 

 Private vehicle with an English-Speaking driver during the tour 

 Local guide 

 

Exclusions: 

 All insurances 

 Lunch 

 All personal items 

 


